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iOS Flash Drive with Smart Stand 

The World’s 1st iOS flash drive with smart
stand. Patented “Arc-stand” design for
easier iPhone video viewing.
With its compact structure, MoStash has become the

world’s most unique external storage device for Apple

products. Transform it into a stand simply by interlocking

the cover with the body of the flash drive, then your

iPhone is set and ready for watching videos.

The beautiful arc-shaped design satisfies your
needs for mobile storage simply.
‧Maintain Apple’s beautiful minimalist design

‧Minimize damage caused by collision or crushing

‧Allow easier mobile device holding by hand
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Metallic Alloy
Smart Cover

Durable Rubber
Storage Device

Memory
iPhone

Memory
MoStash

Instantly expand the storage capacity
of your iPhone/iPad. Promptly free your
storage space so that more precious
memories can be stored.
To satisfy Apple users’ different need, MoStash is

available with four memory capacities to choose from:

16GB, 32GB, 64GB, and 128GB. Just plug in MoStash

and your phone’s storage capacity will be instantly

upgraded. You won’t have to worry about not having

enough memory anymore.

The clever combination of metal and rubber
brings us a perfect visual feast.
Premium zinc alloy cover that goes perfectly with

Apple products.Flash drive with durable rubber

gives you a smooth, tactile feel and will never leave

a scratch on your beloved mobile devices.

No internet or iTunes needed for file
transferring. Plug and play, as easy as
a flash drive.
MoStash is able to break loose from Apple’s system

restriction, and offers a more intuitive and convenient

way to transfer or share your files. Plug and play,

sharing and backup are within your grasp.
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MP3FLV

PDFDOC

PNGZIP

TIFF XLS

MPGPPT Built in file browser with over 40 file formats
supported. With MoStash, you are able
to open your file anytime, anywhere.
MoStash App supports various file decoders. You

can directly open and browse all kinds of mainstream

files, photos, videos, music, zip files etc.

Built in Lightning and USB 3.0 dual
connector. Convenient for cross
platform usage.
MoStash is not only suitable for various Apple

devices, but it can also work on desktop and

laptop. In addition, it is using the latest USB 3.0

standard to offer ultra-high speed file transfer.

One click backup and restore for
phone contacts. Permanently save
your contacts
MoStash can help you backup your iPhone

contacts. Even if you change your phone or

lose your contacts, you can still use MoStash

to restore it with one click.
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Hide your files if you don’t want them
to be seen. Encrypt your documents if
you don’t want them to be opened.
MoStash is able to set an exclusive password for

your designated file. Hide or encrypt your precious

and private files for an absolute protection.

Compatible with every type of Apple
product. Perfect companion for Apple fans.
MoStash can be used for each Apple device

with Lightning port equipped, such as iPhone,

iPad, iPod.

Apple MFi certified.
Unlike knock offs, compatible with
latest version of iOS is ensured.
Apple MFi certified. No matter which version of

iOS you upgraded to, MoStash will still be

working and smooth as ever. You won’t have

to use useless cheap knock off cables anymore.
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Features
The World’ s 1st iOS flash drive with smart stand for easier iPhone video viewing.

Innovative “Arc-shaped” design can minimize damage caused by collision.

The clever combination of metal and rubber brings us a perfect visual feast.

Instantly extend and free up space for iPhone / iPad.

No internet or iTunes needed for file transferring.

Hide or encrypt your precious and private files for an absolute protection.

Apple MFi certified.

Specification

Model
Interface
Dimensions
Weight
Warranty

Compatible
Apple Device

MoStash WG02
USB 3.0, Lightning
22 x 67.2 x 26.1 (mm)
72.6g
2 years
iPhone : iPhone 6s Plus，iPhone 6s，iPhone 6，iPhone 6 Plus，iPhone 5s，iPhone 5c，iPhone 5
iPad : iPad Pro，iPad Air 2，iPad Air，iPad mini 4，iPad mini 3，iPad mini 2，iPad mini
iPod : iPod Touch（6 th Generation），iPod Touch（5 th Generation）

Item Specification
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Download the exclusive free
MoStash app for more functions

Note: 1. MoStash may not be used if your phone case is too thick. 

          2. MoStash “Arc-stand” function is not suitable for iPad.
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